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Abstract

An important problem in large vocabulary speech
recognition for agglutinative languages like Turkish is
the high out of vocabulary (OOV) rate caused by exten-
sive number of distinct words. Recognition systems using
words as the basic lexical elements have difficulty in deal-
ing with such virtually unlimited vocabulary. We propose
a new time-synchronous lexical tree decoder design using
morphemes as the lexical elements. A key feature of the
proposed decoder is the dynamic generation of the lexical
tree according to the morphological rules. The architec-
ture emulates word generation in the language and there-
fore allows very large vocabularies through the defined
set of morphemes and morphotactical rules.

1. Introduction

State of the art speech recognition systems yield satis-
factory recognition accuracies for languages like English
where vocabularies necessary for the required text cov-
erage does not exceed a few hundred thousand words.
There have been limited number of attempts for speech
recognition for other languages which are morphologi-
cally more complex[1, 2]. Turkish is one of the least
studied languages.

Besides the difficulties arising from lack of speech
and text databases, previous studies also point out the
problems with the vocabulary selection and out of vo-
cabulary rates[3]. Turkish is an agglutinative language.
Word formation plays a major role in sentence setup.
New words can be generated by concatenating inflec-
tional and derivational suffixes to roots/stems. The suf-
fixes determine the meaning of the word and its function
in the sentence. The morphotactics are so generative that
total number of distinct words is very high. For practical
considerations vocabulary requirement can be accepted
as virtually infinite.

Conventional large vocabulary speech recognition
systems recognize an utterance by searching among a
fixed recognition dictionary. The motivation behind this
study is to replace the fixed recognition dictionary with
a dynamic structure which, during the decoding process,
procedurally generates lexical entries according to a set
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orphemes and related morphological rules.
n this study, a time-synchronous isolated word HMM
der, which uses a dynamic lexical tree generation al-
hm has been designed and implemented. This sys-
is supplied with a set of morphemes consisting of
and suffixes. Suffixation rules have been specified
gh encoded morphotactics definitions. The system
ted and compared to a fixed vocabulary tree decoder
equivalent word span.
his paper is organized as follows. In section 2 Turk-
orphology is described from the speech recognition
ective. Section 3 introduces the proposed decoding
ithm and explains its details. The results of the ex-
ents conducted on the implemented decoder design
en in section 4. Section 5 concludes the study and
future research ideas.

2. Turkish Morphology

ish morphology contains two types of morphemes,
ots and the suffixes. Turkish words are generated by

atenation of suffix morphemes to roots. A suffixed
is called a stem and stems can take further suffixes.
architecture can be demonstrated by a frequently re-
d example[4].

smanlılaştıramayabileceklerimizdenmişsinizcesine

h is a word obtained from concatenation of a root
wed by 12 morphemes. This adverb can be trans-
into English as: “as if you were of those whom we
t consider not converting into Ottoman”.
oots are categorized according to their part of
h (POS) like verb, noun, adjective, adverb, pro-
etc., which define their function in the sentence.

ot can have more than one POS associated with it
onyms). POS of a root can be changed by insertion
rivational suffixes whereas inflectional suffixes are
nsible for case and context adjustments.

erb: “come”)
mAk = gelmek (� noun: “to come”, derivation)
dH = geldi (� “he/she came”, inflection)



Root
Pronoun

+ki

+nDAn

+nA

+nH

+lAr

+nDA

Figure 1: Suffix FSN for pronoun POS

The morphological base of this study is taken
from the two-level analysis of Turkish morphology by
Oflazer[4]. The two levels are the lexical and surface lev-
els. Lexical level defines the structure and relation of the
morphemes while surface level is for the orthographic re-
alization. The morphotactics defined by the lexical level
is described by use of Finite State Networks(FSN).

Figure 1 shows the FSN used for the pronoun roots.
It is a reduced and simplified version of the original FSN.
The arcs denote the suffixes. Arcs without labels denote
null transitions. Nodes with a vertical bar represent pos-
sible word ends. Note that the network contains a feed-
back which theoretically allows words of infinite length,
which is impossible in practice. So a limiting mechanism
is employed in the decoder while traversing the FSNs.

The FSN defines the suffixation combinations for any
root of the corresponding POS, but the suffixes are in
symbolic form and actual orthographic word decompo-
sition, which is necessary for acoustic model setup, is
supplied by another module. Surface realization mod-
ule, applies the surface level rules of the two-level mor-
phology to any given morpheme compound and deter-
mines the orthographic output in Turkish letters. The sur-
face level rules vary from general context dependent rules
like vowel harmony to special cases like vowel/consonant
drop under certain conditions. Following two examples
demonstrate the concept.

� The vowel immediately preceding the continuous
tense suffix “+Hyor” is deleted.

� Volatile consonants (y,s,n) following by consonant
ended stems drop.

In order to incorporate word generation functional-
ity into decoding process, FSNs are determined for four
POS: verb, noun, adjective and pronoun. The pronoun
FSN has been given in Figure 1 and pronoun and ad-
jective FSN are derived from the broad type of nomi-
nal(noun) FSN. Table 1 shows the statistics of the FSN
definitions. It should be noted that the FSNs are simpli-
fied and actual suffixing is much more complex than the
implemented FSNs.

The columns in table 1 denote the number of nodes,
arcs and total number of word combinations that can be
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Table 1: FSN file statistics for each POS
Name # Nodes # Arcs Total Combinations

Verb �� ��� ����

oun �� �� ����

jective �� �� ��

onoun � �� ��

rated from a root for the given FSN. However the
ork design is different than figure 1. Nodes corre-
d to morphemes (suffixes) and arcs determine tran-
s. Final column shows that for each noun root,
inflectional-derivational distinct variant words can
nerated. This number illustrates the productivity of
ish morphology. For verbs number of combinations
mes 1412. Although verb FSN is more complex with
r node and arc numbers, noun FSN has feedback

ections as described for pronoun. For networks with
ack, each node is restricted to be activated once dur-
aversal.
fter determination of the morphotactics through the

emented FSNs, selection of roots has been made
a small Turkish corpus of 1 million words, taken
different sources like electronic news and literature.
word had morphological parse(s) from which the
frequent 200 roots have been selected. The POS

bution for these roots are given in table 2.
otal number of POS for the 200 roots is 277,
arger than number of roots, since some roots have
nyms and their meaning fall into different morpho-

al categories. When this 200 word root set is sub-
ed in the FSN in table 1, total number of distinct
span is found to be ���� ���, which leads to a set of
��	 unique words.

3. The Decoder

dea behind the proposed decoder design is to change
xical units of conventional decoders from words to
hemes. Therefore instead of a fixed word dictio-
a set of root words and morphological word gen-
n information are used. Decoder design is based
time-synchronous tree decoder with beam-pruning.
equently it has been given the name Morphological
mic Tree Decoder (MDTD).

Table 2: POS distribution for the 200 roots
POS Count POS Count

Noun 87 Adjective 37
Pronoun 12 Adverb 28

Verb 74 Postposition 13
eterminative 6 Conjunction 13
Number 5 Interjection 2

Total 277
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Figure 2: Dynamic tree generation

MDTD tree is made up of nodes. Each node corre-
sponds to a lexical element, i.e. a phoneme. Nodes have
both acoustic and morphological references. Acoustic
reference points to an HMM whereas the optional mor-
phological link determines the morphological decompo-
sitions of the partial word the node corresponds to.

Key concepts of MDTD are the pruning and proce-
dural lexical tree generation. For very large vocabular-
ies, a conventional time-synchronous tree decoder has a
large lexical tree. However with pruning, in a single word
recognition, only a very small fraction of its nodes are
visited, the rest are temporarily redundant. MDTD starts
the recognition of the utterance with a minimal tree and
develops the tree for those hypotheses which are promis-
ing. Figure 2 illustrates the dynamic tree generation con-
cept. For simplicity, nodes have been assigned mono-
phone labels instead of triphones.

MDTD uses two trees, the lexical tree, which is illus-
trated in figure 2 and the morphological tree. Morpho-
logical tree is created from the FSNs for different POS.
Each leaf node of the morphological tree corresponds to
a valid suffixation of a POS root. During system setup
morphological tree nodes are generated by enumerating
the suffix combinations of the POS FSNs and adding the
new entries to the appropriate nodes. The simple exem-
plary morphological tree for the node generation in figure
2 is shown in figure 3. Suffixation has been applied to the
root verb “gel”.

In the initialization phase of MDTD, the set of root
words and their POS tag(s) are read from a file. From
the triphone decomposition of the root, necessary lexical
nodes are generated and associated with their acoustic
model reference. However, the root itself is not sufficient
for the orthographic realization of a word. The following
example shows a possible case:

kitap + A = kitaba

which demonstrates that the root word (and its pronunci-
ation) is affected by the addition of the suffix “+A”. Since
the network generation is assumed to be one-directional
(which is the direction of the time-synchronous search),
this feedback constitutes an important problem. A mech-
anism should be invented so that the “kitab” version of
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re 3: Dynamic network expansion example. Both
al and morphological trees are shown

oot “kitap” is created in the lexical tree before it is
lly needed by the added “+A”. The solution has been
ved by a lookahead technique which enumerates all
contexts of a ’stem+morpheme’ compound and adds
fferent versions to the tree. When the initialization
e tree is completed, lexical network is in its minimal
, the node structure in this form is recorded and the
ing nodes are signed as permanent nodes.
fter completion of the lexical tree setup, system be-
s ready for recognition. Decoding process is based

iterbi algorithm applied on a huge compound HMM.
main difference is seen when a terminal node is
ed. For terminal nodes with morphological right
xts, expansion process takes place. New lexical
s are created and inserted in the lexical tree, with
priate acoustic model links and morphological tree

ences, according to the FSN and surface realization
. The key point in this process is that only those
al nodes which survive the pruning are given the op-
nity to have expansion. Figure 3 shows the details
e expansion and dynamic generation processes. Af-
ch recognition session, lexical network is reset to its

mal state by deletion of non-permanent nodes added
g recognition.

4. Experimental Results

der to test the proposed decoding algorithm, an iso-
word decoder based on MDTD method has been

emented. Training data consists of 70 minutes of
e speaker speech containing 1000 sentences. For
stic model training HTK toolkit has been used[5].



Table 3: Comparison of SLTD and MDTD decoders
SLTD MDTD

Total Recognition Time 615secs 202secs
Memory Requirement 420MBytes 10 MBytes
Recognition Accuracy 	����
 	����


Mel-cepstrum based features are used for speech param-
eterization where each observation vector consists of 12
cepstrum coefficients, energy and their first and second
derivatives. A total of 5767 logical and 867 physical tri-
phone HMMs are achieved by application of Decision
Tree Clustering as a refinement method using state tying.

Aim of the experiments is to test the proposed decod-
ing approach which integrates Turkish morphology into
recognition process. Since the key aspect of the proposed
design is in the lexical representation domain of decoding
and no statistical improvements on acoustic modeling and
statistical language modeling are claimed, recognition ac-
curacy is expected to be same as the baseline system. Ex-
periments are based on evaluation of resource and com-
putational requirements of MDTD algorithm with respect
to the baseline system. Therefore, in addition to MDTD
decoder, a fixed vocabulary time-synchronous tree de-
coder has been implemented and used as the baseline sys-
tem, which is given the name Statical Lexical Tree De-
coder(SLTD). Both decoders are built over the same core
code so that the only difference between them is the dy-
namic lexical tree generation algorithm described in the
previous sections.

With the implemented morphological rules and the
selected set of 200 roots, a total number of 640K dis-
tinct words can be generated. Since both decoders are
expected to yield identical recognition accuracy, a feasi-
ble subset of the total words is used as the sample test
set. This test set consists of 1060 isolated words, se-
lected randomly from the base set according to a selec-
tion probability determined by the word histogram in the
text corpus. Each root is represented by a certain num-
ber of its suffixed variant words. (Verb:6, noun:6, adjec-
tive:2, pronoun:2, others:1). Table 3 shows the results of
the experiments. It should be noted that SLTD is run on a
fixed vocabulary containing 640K words (creating 1.7M
nodes in the lexical tree) whereas MDTD has a set of 200
root words and morphological information and uses a dy-
namic vocabulary virtually identical to SLTD. Therefore
SLTD requires 420MBytes of memory while MDTD has
a peak usage of 10Mbytes.

Table 3 shows that total recognition process time of
SLTD is much larger than MDTD. In fact, MDTD algo-
rithm has the additional task of generating its lexical net-
work at decoding time. This task is associated with mor-
phological evaluations and memory allocation overheads.
Therefore MDTD is expected to run slower than SLTD.
The inverse relation in processing times can explained by
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uge memory requirement of SLTD, which probably
s efficiency loss due to problems in memory paging
aching. It is possible to change recognition time and
ory requirement of MDTD by adjusting the beam
ing threshold.

5. Conclusions

der to achieve acceptable OOV rates, a word based
vocabulary system needs a very large word dic-

ry. However such big dictionaries yield impracti-
emory requirements. The proposed decoding algo-
, MDTD, alternatively uses a dynamic lexical tree,
h is generated toward promising word hypotheses by
morphological information. With a minimal set of

words, very large number of words can be recog-
. Experiments show that the implemented MDTD
m can successfully recognize words from a vocabu-
f 640K, generated from 200 root words, using mod-
emory. Another advantage of the design is that when

root is added, all morphological derivatives of that
automatically become recognizable, which requires
effort and resource with conventional recognizers.
lthough isolated word recognition implementation
een chosen for simplicity, MDTD is applicable to
nuous recognition as well. Another important con-
tion to the algorithm is supposed to be the addition
tistical language modeling. The morphological ap-
h is well suited for LM application since it reduces

omplexity of the statistics due to drastically reduced
ol set. Other research areas may be dynamic adap-
of lexical tree and handling special case morpho-

al phenomena.
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